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Abstract
Since the 21st century, the legal practice education of college students in China has gradually transferred the focus from the popularization of legal knowledge to the cultivation of citizen consciousness. Law education is practical education instead of theoretical education. Under the vision of cultivation of citizen consciousness, this study explores the problems of college students’ efficient legal practice education, and puts forward some solutions to the existing problems. The results show that the subject of legal practice education under the system of cultivation of citizen consciousness is college students whose depth of legal consciousness is not enough. The legal practice education can also actively arouse the enthusiasm of students, strengthen students’ ability of coping with psychological quality and solving problems, and cultivate college students’ consciousness and citizen consciousness. This study provides theoretical basis for promoting the legal practice education of college students and cultivating the citizen consciousness of college students.
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Citizen consciousness formation is to make citizens know their subject status in society, clarify their legal status in society, and recognize the relationship between citizens. Mature citizen consciousness and citizen culture is an important symbol of a country’s modernization, and is also an important scale for measuring a country’s modernization (Magee, 2013). Law education is the most basic modelling factor of a country’s legal system. With the continuous improvement of democracy and rule of law, it is irreversible to construct a mature legal system. The formation of citizen consciousness can promote the progress and harmony of modern society. The cultivation of citizen consciousness includes law education, political education and moral education of citizen (Gurpur & Rautdesai, 2014, Rhinode, 2013). In the modernization construction of rule of law, efficient legal practice education has become an important part of citizen’s law education. In particular, the law education of college students has a special status and function in the cultivation of citizen consciousness. The cultivation of citizen consciousness of college students and legal practice education supplement each other (Jensen et al., 2015). At present, there is deviation in the concept of legal practice education and there are great defects in the modes and contents of popularization of law. The way of practice education is too monotonous, and there is no practical effect in the wanton writing publicity (Arias & Faltis, 2013).

In recent years, as people pay attention to ideological cultivation, people’s way of legal practice education has been constantly perfected and the law education of college students has become an important way to cultivate citizen consciousness (Yasmin, 2012). Citizen consciousness is an important index to measure national quality and socialist modernization. The legal practice education under the cultivation of citizen consciousness has the value of the times (Farias-Sokoloski, 2014). Efficient legal practice education under the cultivation of citizen consciousness can promote the growth of college students, as well as help college students to form legal beliefs and to actively participate in the process of legal construction so as to form citizen consciousness with effects of infection, promotion and restriction (Prestonshoot, Mckimm, Kong & Smith, 2011). Under the vision of cultivation of citizen consciousness, this study explores the problems of college students’ efficient legal practice education, and puts forward some solutions to the existing problems.

**Value creation and realization of legal practice education**

Law education provides citizens with subject consciousness, equal consciousness, contract idea, democratic thought and power obligation idea, which is the indispensable cultural foundation and value support in the construction of citizen culture. There are various forms of citizen’s legal practice education. By improving citizen’s law education, we should cultivate citizen’s consciousness, improve citizen’s legal quality comprehensive way and strengthen legal practice education, which is related to social stability and healthy development (Hammer, Chardon, Collins & Hart, 2012). Legal practice education is extensive, equal and multi-level, and the essence of its educational value creation is the promotion of citizen consciousness and the bridging of object. Its significance lies in the transformation and sublimation of citizen concept to provide a new value orientation and provide conditions for the value orientation of society as a whole (Babacan & Babacan, 2017). The subject of practical education integrates the ready-made existence of education object with the need of subject through decision-making consciousness, and the value creation of practical education includes three
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aspects: the potential value knowledge of practical education object and instrumental elements formed by the subject of practical education, the construction of value relationship and the realization of value existence.

Legal practice education is the basis and intermediate link for determining the value relationship between subject and object, the concept and theoretical innovation of practical education are the prerequisite for the promotion of the value of law education, the innovation of practical education activity is the theme of the value creation of law education, and the innovation of education system and mechanism is the basic guarantee of value creation of law education. The rights and obligations of citizens don’t belong to the scope of law, but they can regulate people’s behaviors and social relations. The practical function of legal practice education is to endow people with certain rights and corresponding obligations. The most ideal state of cultivation of citizen consciousness is to make law the ultimate goal of citizen’s beliefs. It is impossible to carry out legal practice education only through school education, and it is also necessary to strengthen citizen’s universal law education and legal practice education. We should emphasize the cultivation of modern legal concept and legal belief, innovate in the form of publicity and expand the influence of education.

Contents of efficient legal practice education under the cultivation of citizen consciousness

Subject construction of legal practice education under the cultivation of citizen consciousness

In the college students’ law education and legal practice education, both teachers and students directly participate in, and students are always on the front line of learning knowledge. The practice of law education is strong. It is the key to build a group of teachers with excellent political, ideological and theoretical qualities to improve college students’ law education. At the same time, we need to strengthen teachers’ professional teaching abilities and improve teaching and practice quality. The legal practice education of college students is constantly developing, and the contents and forms of practice will also change according to the actual situation, such as visiting and inspecting the education base or other efficient ways. In addition, college students can also practice through legal aid centres and law firms.

Education is the most direct way to promote citizen’s legal consciousness, and excellent educators are the most powerful propagandists to strengthen legal practice education. Therefore, colleges and universities should vigorously introduce professional talents with high legal quality and strengthen their faculty of law. Teachers are encouraged to lead students to participate in legal practice education, accumulate relevant experience through the practice process, enrich practical experience of teachers and students, and improve the effect of law education.

Contents of efficient legal practice education under the cultivation of citizen consciousness

The contents of legal practice education are determined by the expected goals of law education. The practical content determines the practical effect, which is an important guarantee to realize the goal and task of legal
practice education. First of all, the legal consciousness education of college students should guarantee their learning of the basic legal knowledge, the cognition of common sense of law and the strengthening of the idea of rule of law. Legal practice education is to strengthen citizen’s consciousness of legal system. When there are some problems in life, we should strictly act according to law. Citizens shall recognize and deal with the problems in real life according to legal thinking. Affected by social politics, social economy and social culture, citizens will form special feeling and experience to the laws and regulations. Then citizens will cognize the laws and regulations appearing in the society, show their respect and trust to the law from the thought, and gradually cultivate legal cognition, legal emotion, legal will and legal value.

According to different legal standards, law can be divided into substantive law and procedural law according to the practice contents. Procedural law is not the annex of substantive law. The practice process of procedural law is to let citizens learn law to protect their legitimate rights and interests. Different colleges and universities have different legal knowledge requirements on college students, which determine that they master different professional skills. College students, as the subject of cultivation of citizen consciousness, have philosophical, legal and political basis between citizen consciousness and they are interdependent with each other. The cultivation of citizen consciousness is taken as the goal so that the content of college students’ law education is more closely related to life, which is more beneficial for college students to subtly accept in practice. The legal consciousness of college students in starting a business and participating in market economy activities is so weak that lawbreaking often happens. In the law education of colleges and universities, we should strengthen the education of laws and regulations on the opposite side of crime.

Through the investigation and research of many colleges and universities, it is found that the constitutional education and practice are not highly popularized in the law education of colleges and universities, and the constitutional education of colleges and universities doesn’t embody the spirit of rule of law and the legal value carried by the constitution. The core content and constitutional spirit of constitutional education must be emphasized. To strengthen the constitutional education, we should strengthen right education, power education and belief education. Law education is not a theoretical subject, which pays attention to practice. If we want to transform from legal knowledge to legal ability, we must make use of legal practice and highlight legal practice education. Guided by the legal practice education, the legal knowledge learned by college students will be continuously applied to life and learning so as to improve law usage ability of college students in the teaching process. Strengthening the legal practice education of college students can promote college students to change from law abidance to law ability, and use legal weapons well in practice. Legal practice education can also actively arouse students’ enthusiasm, enhance students’ ability to deal with psychological quality and solve problems, and truly cultivate college students’ consciousness and citizen consciousness.

Problems and reasons of college students’ legal practice education

Problems and reasons of college students’ legal practice education

The questionnaires on many college students show that college students have legal theory, but the effect of
practical education is not ideal, which is mainly reflected in that the legal knowledge system of college students is complete, but the degree of recognition to the law is not high; they won’t use law to regulate their own behaviors; crimes of college students happens every year; the importance of the law isn’t known enough. At present, the problems existing in the law education of college students are as follows. The effect of law education is not ideal, the educational curriculum is not reasonable, the educational method lacks innovation and the educational practice link is weak. Law exists and is learnt in practice, and the practice of law education is very strong. Only by combining theory and practice can college students cultivate their ability of law usage and promote the implementation of law education. Moreover, too much emphasis is placed on the education of abstract legal theory, the textbook can’t fully reflect the latest legal norms, the content of education emphasizes too much on obligations but neglects rights, the method of law education is single, and the practical link is relatively weak.

Since the 21st century, college students’ legal practice education has gradually shifted the focus from popularizing legal knowledge to citizen consciousness formation, and college students’ participation consciousness has provided better social and historical conditions, scientific and technological conditions and basis for citizen consciousness formation. The foreign legal practice education is rich in content and the educational idea is clear. The legal practice education way is diversified, mainly focusing on internship and service learning. Thus, the citizen’s democratic value belief and the legal practice skill are greatly improved. Law is an important guarantee of perfecting college students’ legal study, and the problems existing in college students’ legal practice education include little attention to law education laid by educators and college students and lack of professional teachers. China’s colleges and universities didn’t open the “legal basis” curriculum until 1987. The law education of college students just goes into the stage of legal awareness education, and the time of popularization of law is short.

**Measures for perfecting college students’ legal practice education**

In term of contents and goals, that citizen consciousness formation is highly consistent with the legal practice education. China pays more and more attention to the popularization of law for college students, and the formation of the legal accomplishment of student group is the key to the cultivation of legal consciousness of the whole people. Through the study of foreign legal practice education, we should establish scientific educational idea, implement and expand diversified educational ways, and enrich educational contents. In addition, we should take measures to perfect the legal practice education of college students:

First, we shall strengthen popularization of law and create a good campus environment. We should use new media to strengthen popularization of law to provide a good legal environment for college students. Besides, we can make use of legal festivals to strengthen popularization of law, open legal forums and thematic activities, or organize participation in public legal voluntary activities.

Second, we will give full play to the leading role of classroom teaching. We shall reasonably plan law education and legal practice time, increase the legal practice time appropriately, enrich practice contents, and
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pertinently add practice projects according to different majors of college students. The teaching methods of law education shall be improved to adopt appropriate methods for college students’ law education and legal practice education. Furthermore, case teaching method, discussion teaching method and multimedia teaching method will be used to actively guide students to participate in legal practice activities.

Third, we will increase legal practice activities and promote the combination of learning and doing. The legal practice education activities don’t need to stick to the form, but shall determine the corresponding practice projects combined with majors. The school can set up a special legal service department to solve the difficult legal knowledge in students’ study, solve the problems in students’ life, and reduce the fraud or pyramid sale of social lawbreakers received by students. Moreover, we can make use of student associations to carry out practical activities or organize students to participate in internship in the judicial departments, encourage students to actively engage in law enforcement activities of judicial administrative departments, and organize students to practice in the judicial departments. In addition, we will strengthen the process of judicial administrative law enforcement of students, cultivate the legal accomplishment of college students, and urge them to form good citizen consciousness.

Conclusions

Under the vision of cultivation of citizen consciousness, this study discusses the problems of college students’ efficient legal practice education, and puts forward some solutions to the existing problems. The concrete conclusions are as follows:

(1) Education is the most direct way to promote citizen’s legal consciousness, and excellent educator is the most powerful propagandist to enhance legal practice education. College students, as the subject of cultivation of citizen consciousness, can accumulate relevant experience through practice process, enrich their practical experience and improve the effect of law education.

(2) The practice of law education is very strong. Only by combining theory and practice can college students cultivate their ability of law usage. The law education of college students shall be put into practice, and the cultivation of citizen consciousness of college students shall be improved by strengthening popularization of law, giving full play to the leading role of classroom teaching and increasing legal practice activities.
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